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Splendour in the grass – Merredin, 2012
By Ian Dixon

Editors Rant..

After a 3 hour drive from Perth on a sun drenched Saturday
morning, Seven travelling SAM270 members were greeted
by the local Merredin Aeromodellers Club members who
simply couldn't do enough to make our visit as enjoyable as
possible.

Merredin ROCKS!
What an awesome weekend we had at M.A.M! The
venue was top class, the weather (on Saturday) was
fantastic and the thermals boomed like Canowindra!
However this was all eclipsed by the warm and open
welcome by the M.A.M members themselves! They
treated us like old friends and put on a wonderful
spread on Saturday night and even got up early and
cooked brekky for us on Sunday. We had a lot of
positive response to our activities and a great time
was had by all. It was generally agreed that we would
like to go back next year and perhaps add a couple
more events to the weekend, so if you didn’t make it
for “Splendour in The Grass” 2012, gird your loins for
SPIG 2013! You won’t be sorry!
Calendar Squeeze
Due to adverse weather, several events have had to
be postponed/rescheduled. This means we will be
bunching up toward the end of the year as we
struggle to complete the SAM270 calendar AND our
scheduled AWA events. This also may necessitate
our running two events on one day in order to
complete the calendar. Please keep an eye on the
contest schedule and do your best to attend.

Looking North from the shed – fantastic flying surface and
covered pit area.
I arrived at 10am to find Hans Van Leeuwen and his
grandson Mitch had made the journey on Friday, set up
their caravan and had already taken in the lay of the land.
What a fantastic facility the Merredin club have! On the
edge of a canola field is a scraped and rolled hard surface
that is the flying site. Between this area the car park are
facilities that we could only dream of back home,with a very
large shed / club room, a very large pot belly stove in the
corner and a large, fully functioning kitchen with all the
facilities you would have at home. Adjacent to the kitchen,
and accessible from the outside, is the enclosed transmitter
pound complete with power outlets.

Time to find the bottom of your pockets
Our club fees have been set and are the same as last
year: Seniors $150, Pensioners $130, Junior $40,
Associate membership $30. Paul is taking cash,
cheques and direct bank deposit. He will probably
also take doubloons, shekels, bullion, diamonds and
kruger rands but won’t give you a receipt. Pay your
fees NOW or you won’t be able to fly at our world
class Oakford facilities.
Sorry we are late
Work, family pressures and a dodgy computer have
meant this months Geezer got out later than usual
and may not be as polished as previous editions.
While the magazine is not that difficult to put together,
it does take a bit of time to get it ready for distribution
so I apologize in advance if you were expecting
certain articles or photo’s to be printed and they aren’t
there.

Camp Van Leeuwen behind the equipment shed.
Toilet/Shower block to right..

Troy “Dammit” Latto
Editor-that’s-large;
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In a separate building are male and female toilet / shower
blocks built to a standard you would find in any home.
Another shed housed their generator that powered the site
including flood lights around the grounds and at the edge of
the flight line are undercover, concreted pit areas.

Troy Latto was trying out his re engined Tomboy and was
getting 10-15 minute flights consistently, he now has his eyes
set on the trophy up for grabs later in the year. Hoops was seen
flying a scanner around the place with the local guys who were
also flying sports models and beating up the sky.

Inside the cavernous club shed – just about big enough for
some indoor flying..
A rare sight – Dicko prepping a sports model! Sadly a leaking
tank that flooded the wing bay meant this little model stayed
grounded. We wondered why he was pumping so much fuel in
to it but then thought “Nah..Dicko knows what he’s doing!”

After several cups of tea and introductions to some of the
local guys, all was set to run the first of our events - standard
duration. We had 7 entries and the weather was perfect. All
put up test flights and all found very strong lift over the field in fact so strong it was difficult to get out of and almost scary.
Hans, who has been plagued with radio problems over the
past few years, was all ready to go with his new spektrum
radio in his 85% bomber. He was looking a little
uncomfortable and hoping his radio issues where behind him.
I offered to test fly the model for him which he gratefully
accepted, so it was fuelled up and sent up. All was fine and
for the rest of the weekend all you could see was Hans’
watermelon slice smile around the place - radio problems
are now in the past.

As the day was coming to a close I was able to talk Young
Mitch into bringing out his control-line model and I brought out
the control-line trainer. Before long there was that repetitive
sound of models going round and round. It was also discovered
that Hoops had brought his newly finished Phantom w and was
keen to give it a try. After a few flights With the trainer I
managed to persuade a couple of the guys, who in their youth
had flown yo-yo's, to grab the handle and see if they could still
do it. Rob Rowson and Hoops discovered they could still turn
and burn but for only about 5 laps before they started to fall
over.

Hans’ Bomber (left) finally overcame the radio gremlins and
took to the skies..
The event was an absolute ripper with all flyers finding lift
during the event - mind you not all flyers managed to get
back to the landing area after the five minute max ( dammit ).
At the end of the comp there was only 4 seconds between
first and third place.

Hoops prepares his slick little Phantom for its maiden voyage.
The steely glare last seen at Canowindra whilst flying a
Phantom was once again on display from Troy who managed a
couple of full flights before the light headiness retired him to the
comfort of a chair. Hoops put up his phantom and it went pretty
well with the PAW 1.5 up front, another likely contender for the
Phantom racing later in the year. After much staggering and
laughter it was decided to call it a day and head to the club
house to clean ourselves and models up before the Bar-B-Q.

After the standard duration some set up their Texaco models
for the next day’s event and made a few trimming flights in
preparation, whilst others flew a variety of models. Mike
Crack made the journey not to fly in the events but just enjoy
the cammeraderie and flew some of his electric powered
models and obviously enjoyed himself.
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I would personally like to thank the Merredin club for
allowing us to invade their flying field. The weekend
was so successful mainly due to the local guys who
made us feel so welcome. A great time was had at
Merredin and it has been suggested we visit next
year.
Dicko
(Big thanks to Hans Van Leeuwen and Rob Bovell for pics
– ed)
More Merredin madness..

The steely glare of “The Phantom Bug” remains plastered on
the face..
The local guys put on a great evening with fires in 44 gallon

drums to keep us warm (and the Mosquito’s away) as
well as firing up the Barbie. It never ceases to amaze
me the hospitality extended by country people and this
was no exception. Before long there were steaks,
sausages and lamb chops on the club room table with
salads etc. A number of the local flyers came out to the
field with their wives to join us. A quantity of wine and
beer was consumed and a great time was had by all.
Most of us slept at the field either in caravans, the back
of their cars or in the comfort of the club room next to
the pot belly stove.

Rowson, Dicko and Hoops prepare the Aeroflyte Cherokee
for some yo-yo fun..

Mike Butcher and Dammit relax between sorties

Brekky at M.A.M – what a fantastic spread!
Sunday morning arrived and a few bleary eyes and
mellow heads from the previous night’s antics started
to move about the field. Local member Stewy arrived
and started to prepare bacon and egg breakfasts for all
that felt the need, to be digested with numerous cups of
tea. As we stared across the padlock the wind had
started to blow and before long it was blowing a gale, a
few decided they would brave the elements and
although there were no catastrophes it was decided to
postpone the Texaco event rather than risk broken
models. The morning was spent story telling until
around mid-day until it became obvious the wind was
not going to subside and we should head on home.

Sunday morning coming down..a discussion on the wind
that ultimately led to the Texaco comp being abandoned.
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SAM 270 Standard Duration and Texaco – 25 & 26
August 2012 - Merredin
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The long awaited trek out to Merredin to fly two SAM 270 Old
Timer events finally arrived and quite a few members took the
opportunity to stay over for the planned two day event.
Most arrived early Saturday afternoon and were greeted by a
very light easterly breeze that eventually faded out into nothing
as the afternoon progressed. Early test flights showed that the
conditions were excellent for our type of flying, with an
abundance of lift that was easy to catch and sometimes it
proved difficult to escape from its clutches. Comparisons to
Canowindra were made and some wags even suggested a
plastic chair would catch the lift if tossed into the air at the right
moment.

Hooper, Van Leeuwen and Dixon – Attorneys at war5
Considering the flying conditions it was a surprise that there was no
mass fly off as many had predicted. It was still a very close run
thing with the first three places only separated by 4 seconds.
After such a great day, Sunday was a little disappointing with a fresh
breeze blowing in from the north east. Locals suggested that like
Saturday the breeze could abate around lunchtime or just keep
blowing. We waited and waited until it became obvious that the
breeze was there to stay.As it is often said that discretion is the
better part of valour we decided not to fly the Texaco event. Which
has been postponed until a later date yet to be advised.
Finally, I would like to thank the local aeromodellers who provided
us with great accommodation and I am sure everyone really
appreciated the feeds they put on during our stay at their airfield.

The pit area overflowing with models at Standard Duration
Six pilots entered into Standard Duration and most had no
issues achieving at least one maximum flight of 5 minutes.
Oddly, most struggled to score more that one or two max's
during the contest. However with great lift comes the sink and
some were affected by it sometime during the day.

Rob Bovell
(Thanks for running the comp to your usual high standard Rob – and
it was great to see you fly as well! – ed)
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AWA State Duration - 9 September 2012 – Oakford
My first flight of the competition was headed for a maximum but
I miss-judged the landing and ended up with an out landing.
Whilst carefully making my way through the knee high canola
crop that surrounds the flying field, I heard an exclamation of
“Dammit” echoing across the paddock and looked up in time to
see Troy also land out. This made me feel a little better about
my effort. Several of my later flights launched in massive sink
and only lasted as long as the engine run plus a short glide.

The first contest that WAMAC has conducted on behalf of AWA
attracted ten competitors who were greeted with a light breeze and
a couple of clouds on an otherwise fine Sunday morning.
Unfortunately, conditions on the ground did not match up with those
at about 300 feet and models tended to blow backward rather
rapidly once the engine was shutdown at the top of the climb!

Ian Dixon managed only two max's and a third flight that was 3
seconds short of a max, however this was enough to secure
third place.
Meanwhile Hans Van Leeuwen managed two max's and a third
flight that missed out by 2 seconds, putting him into second
place by the narrowest of margins.
Kevin Hooper took out first place as he was the only flyer who
managed to score the required three maximum flights.
Results
1
2
3
4
5
6

Kevin Hooper
Hans van Leeuwen
Ian Dixon
Troy Latto
Rob Bovell
Gary Eyre

Bomber
Bomber
Bomber
Playboy Senior
Playboy Cabin
Buzzard

900
897
896
784
420
74

The lineup for duration (those two Zoots are Green Grass’ electric
ring-ins!!)
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AWA Burford Duration - 9 September 2012 – Oakford

The task for this event is to achieve a seven minute maximum
flight time from around a 32 second engine run. The shortish
engine run generally means that they are run flat out to try and
achieve the greatest height in the allocated time. This results in
models that rocket skywards like scalded cats.

Sunday afternoon saw the running of the previously postponed
Burford Duration event. This time seven flyers signed up to
compete. The conditions were very similar to the morning but
the breeze had freshened from the north west.
Rob Rowson was unlucky as he had a shot at challenging for
first place, but a loss of rudder control saw his model land well
down field very close to the farm house. Rob jumped into the
Pajero and headed down the road to retrieve his now worse for
wear model. Upon investigation it was found the pull-pull rudder
cable had failed and some good natured aspersions were cast
Greg's way as he was hand launching for Rob.

Rob Rowson’s Debbie – which he obtained from an old
modeller for two soggy cigarette butts and an old tram ticket –
proved not to be the ideal choice for duration. But he had
fun..we think..
The conditions allowed many of the competitors to achieve at
least one maximum flight. Unfortunately no one achieved three
maximums and there was no need for a fly off, as all placings
were decided during the flying rounds.

Greg checks the watch while Hoops and “Dark Horse” Rowson
fiddle with the Zoot Suit

Results
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Ian Dixon
Ray Sherburn
Rod McDonald
Troy Latto
Paul Baartz
Gary Dickens
Kevin Hooper
Hans Van Leeuwen
Rob Rowson
George Car

Stardust Special
Playboy
Kerswap 150%
Bomber 85%
Bomber
Thermal Thumber
Bomber
Bomber
Debbie
Playboy 52”

Troy Latto's day was over before it started. First off was a split
in the wing seat, repaired with some silk and glue. Then whilst
attempting to start his engine he managed to break the pylon
attachment at the fuselage, this finally put paid to his day. Not
to be beaten he proceeded to get out his electric Zoot Suit and
give this a run. Most agreed that it sounded like some sort of
flying appliance and didn't quite smell right.(given that electricity
is the devils power, it was probably brimstone – ed)

1239
1212
1210
1111
1109
1039
866
838
457
359

Hans Van Leeuwen sensibly decided that the breeze was a bit
fresh and would prefer take the Lucky Lindy home in one piece
and not put her at risk in the prevailing conditions.
Ian Dixon put in enough flight time to take out third place.
Richard Sutherland managed to pip Ian by 3 seconds overall to
take out second place. Greg McLure put in two maximum flights
of 5 minutes and a third flight of sufficient duration to enable
him to take out first place. He chose not to fly his fourth round
but kept it in the bank just in case.

Dicko holds the trophy, flanked by a pair of rustic types..
Overall a great turnout and a good mornings flying was had by
everyone.A big thank you must go out to all the competitors and
the other kind folk who came down to generally help out.
Dicko covertly puts a hole in Greg’s wing with his left hand while
Richard distracts the camera with his best Superman pose..

Rob Bovell
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Results
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Greg McLure
Richard Sutherland
Ian Dixon
Rob Rowson
Rod McDonald
Troy Latto
Hans Van Leeuwen

Ollie
Ambition
Swiss Miss
Zoot Suit
B100M103
Spacer
Lucky Lindy

Disposals..

762
712
709
483
146
dnf
dnf

I need to make room for new projects so I am selling a
couple of models and thought the geezer would be the
best spot to advertise them for sale.
1

Full size Power House covered in Silk and flown
with 60 four stroke and Anderson spitfire
spark. Eligible for 38 Antique or Texaco.
Model without motor or radio SOLD

2

Scaled up Diamond Demon, fuselage covered in
silk, wings and tailplane covered in
Monokote, flown with a 40 four stroke but
would fly nicely with a 25 up front. Eligible for
Texaco
Model without motor or radio $100.00

Congratulations to the winners and a big thank you to those who
stuck around to help out.
Rob Bovell
More Burford Pics.

Contact details: e-mail ian@perthartglass.com.au or
phone 0408802034.

Mitch leans cranes over granddads shoulder to check Dicko’s
time.

Flamingo Has Turnigy C3548-800 KV motor, 60 Amp
Turnigy ESC, Split Wing, Removable U/C
$300 Empty $400 Full

Seconds after this was taken there was that sickening “CRACK”
the tolled the end of the day for the Dammit Spacer

Pacer Has MVVS 5.6 motor, 80 Amp ESC 2-4s, Split
wing Removable U/C. $ 250 empty $300 (minus ESC
+motor)
Both models meticulously built from Klarich Kits.
Contact: Peter Everitt : peter.everitt@iinet.net.au
The McDonald B100M103 – one day he’ll give it a proper name..
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OSHKOSH 2012 – An adventure to the Airventure
By Kevin Hooper

Finally the day (Sat. 21 July) dawned and it was off to the
airport to meet up with Rob for the 5 hour flight to Sydney
(Qantas Airbus 330 for the buffs) a great flight arriving at
around 5:30pm with a bus to the Ibis International Hotel.
Having booked in for the night we met with the other tour group
members.

Well it all stated in January this year, I decided I WAS going to
Oshkosh - so into the net I go www.airventure.org. Having found
the website I located two tour groups that left Sydney in July - AV
Tours and Torii Tours.- Both had competitive prices and a
variation from the airshow -11 days at the show then onto the
bone yard in Arizona (AV Tours) or the airshow then Dayton Ohio
with choice of 11, 13 or 23 days (Torii Tours).

Sunday we departed Sydney, Delta Airlines FL 16 (Boeing 777)
bound for Los Angeles (LAX) some 14 hours distant. After
enduring the flight with “backseat brats” we finally landed on
United States soil (6:30am). Both Rob and I, together with the
others off the flight negotiated tunnels, escalators and the like to
appear in the customs hall and were greeted by this ‘huge fella’
directing aliens to this counter along with the masses. Finger
printed and eye balled we were then directed to the next
departure lounge for the connected Delta flight to
Minneapolis/St Paul departing around 12:00pm.
Oh no!!, those backseat brats were on the same flight. We
finally departed (Boeing 757) for a four hour flight to
Minneapolis all the time changing time zones. On board we
consumed the airline meals and watched any A-Z movie of our
choice. Out of the window we observed some inhospitable
country, ranging from dry mountainous to sandy flat deserts.
One last flight to go upon landing then off to Green Bay. What
a magnificent airport after LAX we all thought, clean and very
modern. In the terminal we spied our bags being loaded on our
next aircraft a Bombardier BD 700 Express twin jet about 50
seats and that was a relief having seen them disappear down a
shute back at Sydney.

The Author – Kevin “Hoops” Hooper with the SAM270 Standard
Duration Trophy he won at Merredin this year5
I Mentioned this to the ‘missus’, “would you like to go to the
states?”, “what for?” was the cautious reply (there is always a
catch) “Oshkosh!” says I! “no!!” says she ,”not to look at planes!!”.
Anyway having softened the blow somewhat, she suggested the
net for research and it was decided. Torii Tours for 13
days.“Yippee!!” I thought. The price quoted was twin share. Might
have to bring a mate. HmmmQ. I wonder who?
The next meeting at Wanneroo I happened to mention I was off to
Oshkosh and asked if anyone was interested. One member
suggested he may be interested but it did not come to anything
after two weeks so I raised the question at the next SAM 270
meeting – to be met with blank stares. Oh well I tried. Then on
Friday a call from Rob Rowson brightened my day. “Got approval
from da boss – it’s a goer!” Awesome!.
Rob and Judy were off to the East Coast for three months so we
met one Sunday and arranged Qantas return flights to meet the
tour group anticipated in Sydney. In the meantime I signed up for
membership of the Experimental Aircraft Association (EAA) to
obtain cheaper entrance tickets. I needed to obtain the American
VISA Waiver (all done) then to wait the final payments in late May.
Rob and Jude returned from their visit early July with Rob set to
go.

Ah the USA – home to “Mickey Mouse” Airlines! Alaska air
painted this tribute to the worlds most famous rodent on this
737-800. Heaven knows why..
A quick afternoon meal was served and completed (40 minute
flight) just as the aircraft landed at Green Bay. Bags collected
and off on the coach to Oshkosh University in Wisconsin State,
0
a 60 mile journey. We arrived (temp 105 F) safely and booked
in. Time around 7:00pm, daylight saving is great in the USA.
Rumour had us heading down the road to the local tavern,
Kelly’s Bar, the first beer icy cold for $2 (about a pint in a
handle) (happy hour). A couple later with a pizza ($4) for tea
and it was off to bed about 10:00pm completely buggered. We
had endured two Sundays and travelled half way round the
world ready for the EAA Air Adventure.
Next Chapter the EAA Airshow Day 1 – 7.

View from the aerobridge at LAX – I can almost hear Hoops
trembling from here!!
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The Phantom Menace

Just a Minute!!

New Rules for the Phantom Shield at the 2011 SAM
Champs, Canowindra.

WAMAC. Minutes of general meeting held on:
10/8/2012

Following on from the very popular Phantom Shield conducted
at this year’s SAM Champs, Peter Scott and I, as joint
convenors of the event, have devised some changes for next
year. As originally promised, changes would be made from time
to time to prevent the event stagnating and to further increase
interest. A new category for Schneurle-ported engines will be
added, and existing categories slightly re-defined. The basic
rules still call for a full-size Phantom, built to either the Mk1
Phantom drawing, or the later Mk2 Phantom, as kitted by
KeilKraft. You are expected to build your Phantom within the
spirit of the event. This means retaining the dihedral, the
external lead-outs and the 1¾” (45mm) spinner. In the unlikely
event you are unable to find a suitable spinner, then the 1¾”
nose ring must still be used. Diesels only must be used and the
nominal maximum capacity is 2cc. As speeds inexorably rise,
you may nominate to fly on 35’ lines for 12 laps from a standing
start, or 42’ lines for 10 laps from a standing start. Lines are
measured from the centre of the handle to the centreline of the
model. The revised engine categories are as follows:

Held at: 20 Granville Way, WILLETTON
Meeting started at: 8.01pm with president Ian Dixon
in the chair.
Members present: I.Dixon, P.Baartz, G.Car,
K.Hooper, R.Rowson, M.Butcher, D.Hope, T.Latto,
R.Hoogenkamp, B.Slynns-Daniels, G.McLure,
G.Dickens
Apologies: Peter Everitt
Visitors: Angela Dickens
Correspondence inwards:
Santoni Curzi of SAM2001 with Tomboy Postal event
results.
P.Smith (Condo) regarding Phantom events and
MVVS engines.
Pino Carbini SAM2001 thanking us for forwarding
Geezer to him.
Bankwest statement was received and reconciled.

Class One: any piston-ported engine (eg. Mills, ED Comp
Special, Deezil and similar)
Class Two: any plain-bearing, non-Schneurle engine (eg. AM,
Frog, Taipan, PAW and similar)
Class Three: any single or twin ballrace, non-Schneurle engine
(eg. Oliver Cub, ED Fury/ Super Fury, Taipan TBR, PAW BR
and TBR, Taifun Hurrikan, Frog Viper and similar)

Correspondence outwards:
Geezer to mailing list.
AWA regarding memberships

Class Four: any Schneurle-ported engine (eg. Jak, Fora, some
Oliver Cubs, some MVVS, some Enya , and other specialist
combat or team race engines and similar)
Note: if you wish to use an engine which you feel is not clearly
defined by these rules, or an engine about which you are
uncertain, please contact either Peter or myself well before the
event for a specific ruling. As before, the fastest time in each
Class next year will be compared to the fastest time recorded in
the same Class in 2010. The entrant who achieves the highest
percentage increase across all Classes will be declared the
overall winner and will hold the Phantom Shield for the next 12
months. As the new Class Four has not previously been run,
there is no baseline time against which to compare the 2011
time. In consideration of this anomaly, we have decided to
record each year the fastest speed recorded against all entries.

Treasurer’s report:
Balance at bank: $15,379.50
17 members and 8 associates.
Minutes of previous meeting: were confirmed as
circulated to members in Geezer.
Business arising: nil
General Business:
Discussion on MVVS engines in Phantom racing,
Merredin weekend was discussed, possibly a night
scramble will be run.

The successful entrant will have his name and the winning
speed recorded on the Shield. It is probable that the first name
recorded will come from an entrant in Class Four. Finally, to
encourage more entries in Class One, we have decided to
introduce a take-off mat which should result in trouble-free takeoffs for these less-powerful engines. The take-off mat will be
available to all entrants regardless of Class. We are looking
forward to at least 20x entries in the Phantom Shield next year.
If you haven’t already flown in this fun event, consider entering
at the 2011 SAM Champs.

Decided to run Tomboy Postal event with the Club
Rally
Competition results: ’
38 Antique at Wanneroo results:
1. Rob Rowson,
2. Troy Latto,
3. Rod McDonald

You are welcome to contact either Peter Scott or myself if any
assistance is required. If you feel you may be a bit wobbly on
your pins after all these years, we can even fly your Phantom
for you! For any further information contact David Owen (02
4227 2699 or owendc@tpg.com.au)

Meeting Closed at: 8.25pm
Next meeting is on 14th September
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2012 SAM270 “Paul Baartz Shield”
Progress table
SAM No.

Name

Office Wallahs..

President : Ian Dixon

Points

SAM27017
I Dixon
15
SAM2704
T Latto
11
SAM27021
K Hooper
11
SAM2706
R McDonald
10
SAM2703
R Rowson
4
SAM27014
H Van Leeuwen
4
SAM27022
R Sherburn
3
SAM27024
R Sutherland
3
SAM27023
G McLure
3
SAM2701
P Baartz
3
SAM27025
L Isitt
2
SAM27012
G Dickens
2
SAM27010
G Eyres
1
SAM27027
M Butcher
1
SAM27019
R Bovell
1
SAM27013
A Trott
0
SAM27016
J Voak
0
SAM27026
B Slyns-Daniels
0
SAM27030
P Everitt
0
SAM2702
P Spencer
0
SAM2705
D Hope
0
SAM2707
D Bentley
0
SAM2708
D Gibbs
0
SAM2709
G Sayers
0
SAM27011
R Hoogenkamp
0
SAM27015
G Cook
0
SAM27020
C Behr
0
___________________________________________________

Email: ian@perthartglass.com.au
Secretary/Treasurer: Paul Baartz
Email: paulbaartz@hotmail.com
Vice President/Geezer Editor: Troy Latto
Email: latto@iprimus.com.au
Contest Co-ordinator : Rob Bovell
Email: bert6058@yahoo.com.au
______________________________________________
Club Meetings

Meetings will be held on the second Friday of every
month at Paul Baartz’s place - 20 Granville Way,
Willetton. Meetings kickoff at 8pm sharp, The waffle
kicks off about 10 mins later. Bring yourself and a
sense of humour. Tea and coffee will be provided.
Stronger Beveridge’s are at your own expense and
will be gratefully consumed when you’re not looking.

“Paul Baartz Shield” criterium
SAM270 is presenting all club events for the 2012
flying season. Participation is open to all AWA
affiliated pilots but trophies and points will only be
awarded
to
SAM270
members.
SAM270
membership is automatically awarded to new and rejoining WAMAC members and numbers will be
allocated on a sequential basis. Once you are
allocated a SAM number, its yours for life and it will
not be re-allocated. An entry fee for each event will
be charged to cover costs of trophies and engraving.
Points are allocated thusly: First place 4 points;
Second place 3 points; Third place 2 points; One
point is awarded for flying in the event.

______________________________________________
Club PlanZ Library

The club has a growing library of old timer and
nostalgia plans for your delectation. The catalogue is
available from Ian Dixon. The simple rule of the plans
library is: If you borrow it, copy it and bring back the
original! If you have a plan that you would like to
donate to the library, see Ian and he will snatch it
from your trembling hand!
_____________________________________________

Contest Calendar for 2012
Date
th
May 27
th
June 10
st
July 1
th
July 15
th
August 12
th
August 25
th
August 26
th
September 9
rd
September 23
th
October 7
st
October 21
th
November 4
th
November 18
th
November 25

Event
Nostalgia
1/2A Texaco and Burford
Duration
38 Antique
Burford
Std Duration
Texaco
Duration
Std Duration
1/2A electric Trial
Texaco
1/2A Texaco
38 Antique
Tomboy Rally

Location
Oakford
Oakford
Oakford
Wanneroo
Oakford
Merredin
Merredin
Oakford
Oakford
Oakford
Oakford
Oakford
Wanneroo
Oakford

Start time
9.30am
9.30am
9.30am
9.30am
9.30am
2.00pm
9.30am
9.30am
9.30am
9.30am
9.30am
9.30am
9.30am
9.30am

Note: The Nostalgia and electric O/T events marked in BLUE are TRIAL events for 2012 run by SAM270.
Events marked in RED are AWA State events run by WAMAC. All other events are club events run by SAM270
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SAM Supporters

Texas Timers
Suppliers of clockwork and electronic timers and accessories for
free flight aircraft
Hank Nystrom

Phone: (423) 282-6423
Email: sales@texastimers.com

www.texastimers.com

Want an Aussie made Ignition system?
Who you gonna call?

Larry Davidson
66 Casa Mia Circle
Moneta, VA. 24121-5307
(540)721-4563
Supplier of specialist model equipment for
antique and spark ignition motors

Peter Scott!!
Ignition coil assemblies with transistor ready to go only $70!!
. Contact qualmag@optusnet.com.au
Or Phone: (02) 9624 1262

Email: samchamp@jetbroadband.com

Model Draughting Services
Providers of quality laser cut Antique, Vintage,
Nostalgia, Sport, Scale, Control Line and Free Flight
kits, plans and accessories.

For high quality, classic Diesel, Glow and petrol engine
technology. Order online from

Dave Brown
2 Cary Ave
Wallerwang, 2845, NSW
Ph: 02 6355 7298
Email: daveb@ix.net.au

www.csmodelengine.com

Owen Engines
Authorized agent for PAW, MP JET, and Schlosser
diesel engines and spare parts. GB reproduction
diesels and spare parts are our speciality.

Klarich Custom Kits has been a family owned and operated business for over fifteen
yearsserving clients around the world. We produce partial model air plane kits.
Includingbut not limited toAntique old timer and Nostalgia free-flight. Hand crafting all
thecurved parts, we have put together a partial kit for free-flight and adaptive radiocontrolled
2301 Sonata Drive
Rancho Cordova, Ca 95670
Phone: (916) 635-4588
KlarichKits@gmail.com

Contact David Owen for a catalog at
owendc@tpg.com.au

Great products, excellent service, competitive pricing!

Aerotech Electronics
Electronic ignition timers for sparkies!
Receiver activated shutoffs eliminate
mechanical switches and make your spark
ignition installation a breeze!
Email Marvin Stern: IGN-sw@optimum.net

We make thousands of excellent parts for collectors and model engine enthusiasts
all over the world. If you are in need of an authentic, well-made reproduction part
for any model engine, you have found the BEST and LARGEST source for
professionally produced antique model engine parts anywhere.
Email: info@woodysengines.com or Phone (269) 665-9693
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